
Pregnant Mila Kunis Goes On
Burger  Date  with  Ashton
Kutcher

By Sanetra Richards

Mila Kunis is comfortably eating for two. The 30-year-old
actress was spotted out in a nice black tank top and blue
jeans with fiance Ashton Kutcher as they finished grabbing a
bite to eat at The Counter, a burger restaurant located in
Studio City. The former costars announced a couple of months
ago that they are expecting their first baby together. In the
photo, Kutcher was seen opening the car door for the mommy-to-
be. It’s no surprise that Kunis has been dining out as of
lately  –  she  is  indeed  a  growing  woman.  According  to
UsMagazine.com, a source said the Jupiter star enjoyed a meal
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with her mom at Blu Jam Cafe in Sherman Oaks, as the two
watched the final World Cup game. “I eat sauerkraut all day
long,” the actress spilled about her cravings in an interview
with  Ellen  DeGeneres.  “[It’s]  the  worst  craving  to  have
because sauerkraut smells and so every time you open up a jar,
it just reeks in the whole kitchen…It’s not like ice cream
where everything smells lovely.”

What are some ways to make a mundane date special?

Cupid’s Advice:

When going on dates becomes a regular thing and the excitement
begins to slowly fade away, a problem has surely presented
itself. If you sort of shrug your shoulders at those “regular”
dates, it is time to put the spark back into it. Cupid has
some ways to turn your boring dates into what they used to be:

1. It’s not all about the location: It’s more so about who you
are with. The date can be at burger shack (like Ashton and
Mila), or it can be at a five star restaurant. No matter which
end of the scale, the date can go either two ways: really good
or really bad. The five star restaurant can be a disaster. The
burger  shack  date  can  leave  you  with  butterflies  and  a
lifetime memory. It is indeed all up to you and your date to
make worth each other’s while. (Who wouldn’t smile at a heart
made of fries?)

Related: Mila Kunis Enjoys Her Sweet Pregnancy Cravings

2. Have a little life in you: Do not be the person who is
equivalent  to  a  brick  wall  during  conversation.  If  the
dialogue  does  not  just  flow  like  in  some  instances,  find
topics to talk about. Seem intrigued! Ask them about their
day, or what is it they may like about the location of the
date . . . something. Show that you are made up of emotions,
one being excitement. Also, remember your inner child – act a
little  silly  every  now  and  again.  You  will  keep  things
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interesting.

Related: Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher Go On Movie Date

3. Spice it up: Even if you are going to that burger shack as
mentioned before, maybe dig out an outfit from the back of
your closet, spray on your once in a lifetime perfume, and
apply your favorite lipstick. The date will take you back to
your first, and you and your partner may even spend a few
moments reminiscing on the past.

How would you turn a mundane date into something special?
Suggest below!
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